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A little about me...
● Started out as a college instructor/academic, but found myself jumping into the 

world of libraries 4 years ago. 

● Oddly enough, upon starting work at George Brown college as a librarian, ended 

up back in the classroom as an instructor again, teaching college english classes to 

Nurses. 

● Am by no means an expert in UDL, but am certainly passionate. 

● Have struggled my whole life with a severe learning disability & anxiety 

● My teaching style is made up of principles of UDL and really bad jokes...I get a few 

laughs at least once a class. 



UDL @ GBC 

http://researchguides.georgebrown.ca/UDL
http://researchguides.georgebrown.ca/UDL


“Libraries should use strategies based upon universal 

design to ensure that library policy, resources and 

services meet the needs of all people.”

  - American Library Association, Library Services      

for People with   Disabilities Policy



Ask yourself…
What does your library look like? 

- It is important to remember that when 

you adopt UDL, it should be adopted 

across the campus, not just in the 

classroom. 



Ask yourself...
- What do you need to think about to make your library UDL?

- Things to think about: 

- The physical space. 

- Technology

- Library Instruction

- Are there barriers you might not be aware of? 



Physical Space @ the LLC
As part of our ongoing UDL audit, the LLC is evaluating aspects of our physical space. 

This includes looking at:

- Our circulation desk

- Height restrictions? Mobility device accessible?

- The stacks

- How wide are the rows between stacks?

- Height adjustable desks for computer workstations

- How many do we currently have? Feasible to change all?



UDL & Library Instruction 
Try to avoid considering UDL as an accommodation approach and develop IL curricula that anticipates a wide 

range of users.

Best practices?

● Make all forms of IL equitable for all students,

● Use varied teaching styles,

● Adopt simple and intuitive instruction styles – including relevant topics

● Simplify matters – don’t show them EVERY database, just enough to get them up to speed.

● “Tolerance for error” – students need to practice, if they forget how to do something, give them 

opportunity to keep trying. 

● Low Physical Effort – minimize nonessential physical effort to allow for maximum attention for learning

● Size and space approach and use – designing instructional/reference spaces with consideration for 

student’s body size, posture, mobility and communication needs.



Consider...
What happens when you have a UDL focused course, but students arrive in the library 

(or other service center - career, tutoring etc) for a workshop, but find themselves 

confronted by a series of barriers. 

What kinds of barriers would they encounter? 

How might you deal with this? 



Librarians are teachers too. 



George Brown LLC and UDL
The LLC tried to adopt all the principles of UDL to provide students with a wholly accessible service:

● Workshops that include relevant topics and examples. (ex. Careers)

● Use of familiar language (downplaying jargon)

● Simplified Classes (Demoing a few databases – not all of them)

● Sessions are often taught with active learning in mind: group learning, think-pair-share.

● Use of interactive learning software – NearPod.

● Library sessions slides are provided in alternative formats and supplied to instructors for posting on 

Blackboard. 



Think about...access
What points of access or entry do you provide students to your services? 

Can you think of any noticeable barriers off the top of your head? 



Access @ the LLC. 
The LLC primarily utilizes the principle of multiple means of engagement to give as 

much access to library services as possible, including: 

● AskON (chat and text services) & email reference service

● Research Guides & Assignment Guides

● Mobile access

● Website and Databases are all screen readable

● UbiDuo

● AV material is captioned

● All PowerPoints are available in alternative formats

PLUS!

● One-on-one meetings with Librarians in a safe space

● Library tours with Librarians or Library Staff



A final scenario to think about…  
Suppose a teacher assigns a special reading for one of his classes and tells students that 

they can access that reading through the library. 

However, the library has only one copy of that text on reserve (no digital copies). 

Why doesn’t this allow all learners to accomplish the task? 

What kinds of barriers does this present when thinking through a UDL framework?

How could a library address this issue? 
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Questions?



Thank  you
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